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About This Game

Have you ever invented your own worlds? Perhaps you managed to think out one of them so well that you literally immersed in
it? Sometimes, when the soul is badly bad, you just want to take it and find yourself in a fantasy world where everything is fine,
but there are no problems. But ... But suppose that in this world, you have terrible consequences for him, carrying a part of your

problems into your own fragile world.
And now, now your world is bursting at the seams because of you, and you are simply stuck in it.

The game is a three-dimensional platformer-puzzle with elements of horror and parkour. The visual part of the game is made in
the style of geometric surrealism.
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Title: EXIST
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
UMBRESS
Publisher:
UMBRESS
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTFORCE 560

Storage: 2431 MB available space

Sound Card: PCI-E Asus Xonar DSX Retail DSX/ASM
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Really fun i only had to play 0.8 hours of it to win so. its kinda dead tho. Wand Wars is a blast. It's excellent by every measure.
The gameplay is novel and fun, the soundtrack is catchy as hell, and the art is beautiful. I would rank this as one of the top 3
couch co-op games on Steam, along with Duck Game and Overcooked. It evokes the glory days of 16-bit multiplayer party
games on SNES and Genesis, but it's much smarter, faster, and more engaging than anything that existed back then.

Highlights
- Arcane Arena is probably the most intense single-screen deathmatch I've ever played. Unlockable maps and powerups offer
plenty of variety and depth.
- Merlinball combines quidditch with air hockey and ends up feeling a bit like NBA Jam! Unlike NBA Jam, you can turn your
opponents into chickens before you dunk on them. And unlike quidditch, it actually makes some goddamn sense.
- Endless Trials Co-op offers a high level of challenge and a really interesting take on progression. Great for preserving a
friendship after destroying someone at Merlinball.
- The AI in this game is surprisingly great, and 10 levels of difficulty means you can fine-tune the bots between matches. As a
result, 2v1 is quite viable, because you can choose whether to treat the bot like a handicap.

Negatives
- No online multiplayer. Maybe next time?

I was amazed to find this game hanging around on the dusty backshelves of the Steam store with so little fanfare. It's a hidden
gem, and it deserves to be celebrated. You should pick it up if you have even 1 friend to play with locally.. Does not recognize X-
box wireless gamepads
There's no way to bring up a hot key sheet to see which keyboard '
keys are used so if you map with software like Pinnacle profiler
the process is trial and error tedius.

With the thousands of more profressionally made games on Steam
and limited gaming time each day this is a waste of time.

I bought this for $3 from an online key store so no big tears on my part.. The best purchase I've made for any 3D software ever.
MOP_Booleans is absolutely life (and worflow) changing. It makes doing non-destructive edits breeze, even long after the
origianl [olygons have been made. It is a joy to use, and there are hundreds of tutorials (Check out Pixel Fondue [the creators]
for tons of advice). Scary game, especially with headphones.
Not for the faint of heart.
:>. Yeah, its true, this is essentially a turn-based version of Nuclear Throne. But wait, before you dismiss it, understand that it
is really well done, and definately has earned its place in competing with NT. While I love Nuclear Throne, this title may
actually get more of my time because IMhumbleO anytime you add turn-based mechanics, things get better.

I said I would only boot it up to check it out, but four hours flew by - that rarely happens to me. Dissertation work was put on
hold for this mother******.

Pros:
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+Butter smooth gameplay with either a mouse\/keyboard or from the couch with a controller. You can play as fast or slow as
you want.
+Artwork is pretty great
+Utterly addictive one-more-run kind of coffee-break game here.
+Unlockables such as a bestiary and new playable characters that have different stats (not just skins).
+Daily runs.
+Learning curve is not as steep as many other roguelikes.
+No cheap deaths.

Cons:
-Probaby best in 1-2 hour play sessions maximum (like any coffee break game).

Totally worth full price IMO. I will get a lot of mileage out of this, plus there is more to come a la Early Access.. Great
game, regardless of if it's free or not... it's just a perfect mix of tower defense, strategy, and RPG elements in an easy to pick-
up and play package.

If you ever played a TD, you will generally know how to play this game with the basic un-intrusive tutorial.

If you ever played a Diablo-esque hack-and-slash, you will know how to control the giant troll and activate skills.

The game is simple, yet fun.

Get the game for free, buy the costume pack to support the devs who stuck by their word and desided to give this game away
for free to the publics, and enjoy a great game that looks perfectly fine even on the lowest settings (like in my case, as I was
playing this on a non-gaming laptop as opposed to my built gaming desktop, not really expecting much).

So no, this is NOT a great FREE game... it's just a great game that I got because it was free, and then enjoyed a lot more
than what I thought I possibly could.. If it were free, I would recommend it, but it is not. I bought it for 30 while it was on
sale, so I found that to be money well spent. However, when the price is 80 US dollars, making it only 10 dollars away from
something as powerful as 3D Coat, which does modeling like magic and mixes in sculpting and among other things. It is very
very hard to recommend this relic to anyone when for 10, 20 or 30 dollars more you get much much more useful software
like Modo Indie or Substance Painter. This was an astounding and flexible piece of software 5 years ago, that\u2019s for
sure. Now? It's old, it's buggy and overpriced.
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This is a great game! Very short but very good! It is a classic that I will play over and over from time to time. Also very funny!.
A deep piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥... not worth time, bad gameplay, unable to go fullscreen .. waste of time and money.. It's enjoyable,
but the energy system soils it.. One should not drink and fly... you might see red and feel like you can accomplish anything :P

Simple game mechanics of a classic system, however the game itself can be quite amusing. Color intensity can be toned down
for those who are sensitive to it but only in shades of red to grey. Fast paced action you would expect to find on an arcade
machine.. I hate Rise. A brilliantly complex game. An excellent space warfare sim with a very high level of customization and
control. Players even get to make their own ship designs. :) The developers are still actively maintaining and improving it too.. I
really wanted to like this game, but I think I hate it:

- In Smash, the ball will rebound at crazy angles or gain unexpected amounts of speed so frequently that there's little point trying
to predict where it will go and it becomes purely a game of reflexes. Don't try to tell me it's the product of a realistic physics
engine, I don't believe such exaggerated spin effects would occur in real life. Also, many opponents can cheesily fire it back at
you from the middle of the level; the player is given no such power-up.

- In Bowshot, the enemies shoot at you and their indestructible shots are often very large. In my 2m x 1.5m play space, it's not
possible for me to get out of their way without flattening myself against the furniture or onto the floor, often ending up in
corners of dodgy tracking and having the world spin nauseatingly.

- I feel like the huge global high score table at the end of the level is taunting me.

When I complete a song in Audioshield, I feel elated. When I finish a level in Arcade Saga, unless it was one of the first few
levels on Casual difficulty, I feel like I've been beaten up.
. Nice addition to the story.
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